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The Dimensional Order Property (DOP) is one of the conditions introduced by 
Shelah (see for example [14]) in order to classify complete first-order theories 
which have a structure theory, that is, such that the models can be characterized 
up to isomorphism by good invariants. 
A superstable theory T does not have the Dimensional Order Property (T has 
NDOP or T is NDOP) if, for all M,, M,, M2, &-saturated models of T, such that 
MO < Ml, MO < M2, M, and M2 are independent over M,,, the X,-saturated prime 
model over Ml U M2 is minimal. If T has DOP, then it is possible to code an order 
in models of T, not by a first-order formula, as in the case of unstable theories, 
but by specifying the cardinalities of the dimensions of certain types. From this, it 
is possible to show that, for all cardinal K 2 2’r’, T has 2” non-isomorphic 
X,-saturated models of cardinality K and does not have a structure theory. 
Some NDOP theories are such that the class of all their models is complicated 
(theories with the Omitting Type Order Property), but NDOP implies that the 
class of Kc-saturated models is fairly well-behaved, and this can be considered as 
indication that they are ‘simpler’ than theories with DOP, and one can try and 
compare this condition with other properties which also imply a certain 
‘simplicity’. For example, Combase [3], in the context of stationary logic had 
shown that non-multidimensional theories (this is a condition much stronger than 
NDOP) are finitely determinate and had suggested the following conjecture: if T 
is superstable NDOP, then T is finitely determinate (this was later proved by 
Mekler [9])_ One of the criteria for finite determination involves the elementary 
theory of n-tuples of models and Combase also suggests the following conjecture: 
if the theory of pairs of models of T is stable, then T is finitely determinate (we 
believe this to be still open for the case of a stable non-superstable theory). 
In this paper, we look directly at the relation between DOP and model- 
theoretic properties of the theory of pairs of models. The main result we obtain is 
the following: 
* This work is based on results which are part of the author’s Thtse de Doctorat d’Etat, UniversitC 
Paris 7, 1985. 
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Theorem. Let T be a superstable theory. Then the following three conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) T does not have DOP. 
(ii) The theory of elementary pairs of T is stable. 
(iii) The theory of elementary pairs of T is superstable and does not have DOP. 
Pairs of models had been mainly previously studied in the case of particular 
algebraic theories (groups, fields, . . .); then in [lo], Poizat looked at certain pairs 
of models of stable theories and showed the relation between the properties of 
the theory of these pairs and the finite cover property in the initial theory. Our 
result is more evidence of the fact that simple model-theoretic properties in the 
language of pairs reflect more sophisticated properties of the theory itself. 
We consider first (Section 1) superstable theories with DOP, and with this 
assumption, we construct a pair of models whose theory (in the language with a 
new unary predicate for the small model) is unstable. 
In Section 2, we look at pairs of models of an arbitrary superstable theory and 
show that the stability (resp. superstability) of a theory of pairs depends only on 
the stability (resp. superstability) of the formula “0 is in the small model of the 
pair”. 
In Section 3, we show that, if T is superstable NDOP, then this formula is 
superstable. 
In Section 4, we look at theories of pairs for T superstable NDOP; by the 
previous sections, they are superstable. By studying the relation of orthogonality, 
we show that they must also have NDOP. 
We finish (Section 5) with a few remarks on stable non-superstable theories. 
I would like to thank J. Combase for many stimulating conversations and D. 
Lascar for his many invaluable suggestions. I am also grateful to A. Baudisch for 
pointing out a mistake in the first version of this work. 
0. Preliminaries 
We will assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of stability 
(definability, Ranks. . .) and also with basic notions used in classification theory 
(orthogonality, regular types, dimensional order property, . . .) introduced by 
Shelah in [ll-131. All these notions are also presented in [8], [6] and [7]; we will 
mostly follow the presentation and notations in [7]. 
We always assume our theories T to be complete; we follow the usual 
convention of working inside a saturated model of T, E, of inaccessible 
cardinality. 
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Notations. Let p E S(B), A 5 B 5 C; 
-pJA denotes the restriction of p to A. 
- If p is stationary, p(C) denotes the unique nonforking extension of p over C. 
Let p,q E S(A): 
-p A q denotes: q dominates p. 
-p 4 q denotes: p and q are domination equivalent. 
We need a few definitions and some simple facts about pairs of models: let T be 
a complete theory in a language L, let L” = L U {At}, where A is a new unary 
predicate. 
We call pair of T any two models of T, (M, N), such that A4 #N and M < N, 
considered as an L*-structure, with M the interpretation of At. 
It is clear that the pairs of T form an elementary class in L*, T*, which is not 
in general complete. 
We are going to work most of the time with the completions of T*: a theory of 
pairs of Twill be the complete theory in L* of a pair (M, N) of T. 
Notations. We will write V E At for .M(v,) A - . - A .M(v,), where n = 1 fit. 
If (M, N) is a pair of T and 5 is the theory of (M, N) in L*, if a E N, A c N, 
- t(a/A) is the type of ti over A in L (i.e. for T), 
- t*(ii/A) is the type of 15 over A in L* (i.e. for 5). 
Similarly, when it is necessary to distinguish between notions in L and in L*, the 
notions in L* will be preceded by *, for example, 
- a *automorphism is an automorphism of L*, 
- a and b are *independent if they are independent for 3 in L*. 
Here are a few easy facts that we will be using all the time: 
Proposition 0.1. Let T be a complete theory and let 5 be a theory of pairs of T 
and (M, N) a model of 9. 
(i) Zf ii EN, A EN, then t*(alA) k t(a/A). 
(ii) Zf (M, N) if *il-saturated, then M and N are both ~-saturated. 
(iii) g is a *automorphism of (M, N) if and only if g is an automorphism of N 
and g(M) = M. 
(iv) Z’f(M’, N’) . 1 1s a so a model of 3, a E N, 6 E N’ and t*(a/O) = t*(6/0), then 
t(a/M) and t(b/M’) are equivalent in the fundamental order of T. 
(v) Zf (M, N) < (M’, N’), then 
(a) M<M’ and N<N’, 
(b) t(N/M’) is a heir of t(N/M) (if T is stable, M’ and N are 
independent over M). 
Proof. (i), (ii) and (iii) are obvious. 
(iv) is also obvious from the definition of the class of t(rS/M) in the 
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fundamental order of T: 
{q-11(6, J) E L; there is 5r EM, t(G/M) t- q(V, fi)}. 
(v) (b) Let fi’ EM’, fi EN and r?i E M. For all Q, E L, if N’ k q(ii, rE’, fi), then 
(M’, N’) I= 30 (21 E A A Q@, ti, 62)). 
By elementary inclusion of (M, N) in (M’, N’), there is Co E M such that 
Nk &?, m(), fi). 0 
In [lo], Poizat studies, given a stable theory T, the ‘beautiful pairs’ of T, that 
is, the pairs (M, N) of T such that M is IT]+-saturated and, for all c5 E N, every 
type (for T) over M U ii is realized in N. He shows that the theory of ‘beautiful 
pairs’, T’, is complete and that if T does not have the finite cover property 
(f.c.p.), then T’ is stable. The unstable theory of pairs that we are going to find in 
Section 1, for T a superstable theory with DOP will not be a ‘beautiful pair’, as it 
is possible for a theory which does not have the finite cover property to have 
DOP. 
He also shows that T does not have the f.c.p. if and only if, for all C, 6 in 
models of T’: t*(ti/O) =t*(6/0) iff t(til.4) and t(6/&) are equivalent in the 
fundamental order of T. 
We have seen above that, for any theory of pairs, this condition is necessary for 
Cs and 6 to have the same *type over 0; but it is easy to see that, even for a theory 
which does not have the f.c.p., it is not in general sufficient: for example, let T be 
the theory of an equivalence relation with infinitely many classes all infinite; let 
(M, N) be the following pair of T: 
-M is countable, 
-N = M U {a, b, c} where a and b are both equivalent to b,, in M, c is 
equivalent to c0 in M, b,, and co being in different cosets. 
Then t(a/M) and t(c/M) are equivalent in the fundamental order but a and c do 
not have the same *type over 0 in (M, N). 
We leave the proof of the following fact to the reader: 
Proposition 0.2. Let T be a complete theory and let 9 be a theory of pairs of T. 
(i) Zf (M, N) < (M’, N’) are two models of 9 and ti in some extension of 
(M’, N’) is such that t*(ii/N’) is a *heir of t*(G/N), then 
- t(ii/N’) is a heir of t(ElN), 
- t(ti/M’) is a heir of t(a/M). 
(ii) Zf (M, N) . 1s a model of Y and 5, 6 are in some extension of (M, N), if 
t*(d/N U 6) is a *heir of t*(cS/N), then t(ClN U 6) is a heir of t(ri/N). 
1. Theories with DOP 
We show that if T is a superstable theory with DOP, then there is a pair of T 
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whose theory is unstable. More precisely we show: 
Proposition 1.1. Let T be a superstable theory with DOP, in a language L; let K be 
an infinite cardinal and let R be any binary relation on K. There is a pair (M,, NR) 
of models of T, a set {&; i E K} U {gj;j E K} c I& and a formula O(Z, y) in the 
language L* such that: 
(Mn, Np) k O(ai, bj) iff (i, j) E R. 
Lemma 1.1. Let T be a superstable theory with DOP. Then there are finite A, B, 
D and F, and p E S(D) such that: 
(i) F GA, F G B, t(A/F) and t(B/F) are stationary. 
(ii) A and B are independent over F. 
(iii) A U B ED, t(D/F) is stationary, D is dominated by A U B over F, by A 
over B and by B over A. 
(iv) p is stationary, regular, A U B-bounded, but neither A-bounded nor 
B-bounded. 
(v) p is of minimal W-Rank in its class for 4, that is, such that, for any model 
M of T, &-saturated, M 2 D, and for any q E S(M), if q dp(M), then 
Rank(q) 2 Rank(p). 
We recall that p is said to be A-bounded if any strong isomorphism over A 
sends p to a type domination equivalent to it. 
Proof of Lemma 1.1. By definition of DOP, there are M,, M,, M,, He-saturated, 
M,c M, fl M,, MI and M2 independent over MO, and N 2 M, U M2, N X,- 
saturated, with p E S(N), which is MI U M,-bounded but neither M,-bounded nor 
M,-bounded (for the equivalence of this definition with the usual definition of 
DOP, see [7, Ch. XI, Prop. I-41. Choose MO, MI, M2, N and p as above such 
that p is of minimal W-Rank. It follows that p is regular. 
Note that one can choose N to be Kc-prime over MI U M2: let E be finite, 
E E MI U M2, such that p is E-bounded and let C be finite, C c N, such that p 
does not fork over C and plc is stationary. Let No be &-prime over M, U M,; in 
N,, we can find C’, with the same strong type as C over E. A strong isomorphism 
over E, taking C to C’, will take pICAE to p’ E S(C”‘E) such that p’(N) 4 p and 
Rank(p) = Rank(p’(N)) = Rank(p’(N,)). 
So we choose N to be X,-prime over Mi U M2; it is then easy to find F E MO, 
A c M,, B G M,, D G N such that p does not fork over D and pIb = pO is 
stationary, and A, B, D, F and pO satisfy conditions (i) to (v). 0 
Proof of Proposition 1.1. We take A, B, D, F and p E S(D) given by the lemma; 
in order to simplify notations, we assume that F = $3. 
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Let K be an infinite cardinal and let {tii; i < K} U {bj; i < K} be an independent 
set such that for all i < K, C(cTi) = t(A) and for all j < K, t(bj) = t(B). Let M, be 
&-prime over this set and, for (i, j) E K X K, 
Dij = {a E MO; t(ai, &j, 2) = t(A, BP D)}. 
Note that, by independence, for all (i, j) E K X K, t(tii, 6j) = t(A, B), and that, by 
the &-saturation of M,,, ail the conjugates of the strong types extending 
t(D/A”B) are represented in Dijv 
If d E DC, we denote pi the conjugate of p in S(d). 
Lemma 1.2. If (i, j) f (i’, j’), d E Dij and d’ E Dirjr, then pa is not d’-bounded. 
Proof. If i # i' and j # j’, then aiAGj and tii,“gj, are independent; by domination, 
a and d’ are also independent. The type pa being d-bounded, cannot be also 
&-bounded, as it would then be bounded over 0. 
If i = i’, bj and ~j’ are independent over a,, hence d and d’ are independent 
over CT,; as above, if pa were d’-bounded, it would be ii-bounded. 
The reasoning is the same if j = j’. Cl 
For 2 E Uci,/)cxxK Dij, let ~(u, d) be a formula isolating pa from the types of 
strictly bigger W-Rank in S(d). 
For any binary relation R on K, we are going to construct a model NR of T, 
NR > MO, such that: 
(*) for all (i, j) E K X K, and for all d E Dij, there is z E NR - M,, such that 
NR k rp(z, d) if and only if (i, j) E R. 
For (i, j) E R, consider the following set of classes modulo the equivalence 
relation 4 : 
{pd(&)/d; 2 E Dij> 
(this set is not necessarily reduced to one class as t(D/A”B) might not be 
stationary, but it has cardinality bounded by 21n). 
Let Cij be a set of representatives for these classes, and let C be an independent 
set over MO containing exactly one realization of each type in the set lJci,j)ER C,. 
Let NR be &-prime over MO U C, then NR satisfies condition ( * ): 
- If (i, j) E R and d E Dij, then by the construction of NR, there is a realization a 
of the type p~(ik&) in NR which will satisfy q(a, d). 
-If (i, j) $ R and d E Dij, suppose there is a E NR - MO such that NR b q(a, d). 
By the construction of NR, t(a/M,J dpa,(M,) X . . * xp&M,) for some 
&), . . . ) & E U~i,j)ER Dij; let e,, . . . , e, in NR realize pa,(&) X * . . Xp&&), 
now let M1, M,<M, < NR be X,-prime over M,U {e,, . . . , en_,}, then there is 
q E S(W), q z t(al&), such that q 4 f(dW) =pan(M1). 
We chose pj, of minimal rank in its class hence Rank(q) L Rank(p&. But 
q k &a, d), and the formula rp(v, a) isolates pd from the types of strictly bigger 
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rank, therefore Rank(qIJ) c Rank(pJ = Rank(p&. It follows that q does not 
fork over d; but by Lemma 1.2, pa_(M,) is not d-bounded and therefore cannot 
be equivalent to a type which does not fork over 8. 
We now consider TR, the theory of the pair (MO, NR) in the language L*; recall 
that if c E NR, t*(c) denotes the type of c in the language L*. 
Lemma 1.3. Let (i, j) E R. Then there is a formula ~ij(b, 2, J) in the language L 
such that: 
Q?ij(b, X, Y) E t(D^A*B), 
Proof. We are going to see that the following set S of formulas in L* is 
inconsistent: 
S(V): t*(aiAbj) U (“0 E A”} U {q(ti, X, 9); ?#(V, i:, J) in t(D”A”B)} 
u {1(3z (rp(z, V) A 2 $ JO)>. 
Let (M, N) be an X,-saturated extension of (MO, NR) and let 2 E M be such that 
t(?“tiiAbj) = t(D”A”B); then there is a EN-M such that N k &a, 5): by 
saturation, there is d E MO such that d and E have the same strong type over 6ih6j, 
since pa is tii”bj-bounded, pd(M) bp,(M). By construction, there is c realizing 
pd(M,) in NR; NR and M are independent over MO, hence t(c/M) =pd(M). By 
equivalence, there is in N - M an element a realizing pa(M) and which will satisfy 
V(a, 2). 
This shows that S(V) is inconsistent. 0 
Lemma 1.4. Let f be an automorphism of (K, R) (i.e. a bijection such that 
(i, j) E R iff (f(i), f (j)) E R). Then there is a *automorphism g of (MO, NR) such 
that for all i, j, g(ti,) = Cf(i) and g(6j) = 6fcj). 
Proof. We leave this to the reader as it is fairly straightforward from the way NR 
was constructed. 0 
Definition. We say that (K, R) is 2-homogeneous if, for all (i, j) and (i’, j’) in R, 
there is a (K, R) automorphism f such that f (i) = i’ and f (j) = j’. 
Lemma 1.5. Zf (K, R) is 2-homogeneous, then there is a formula &$i?, jj) in the 
language L* such that 
(MO, NR) L O(Zi, 6j) iff (i, j) E R. 
Proof. By the above lemma, all the ai”hj’s, for (i, j) E R, then have the same 
*type, the formula given by Lemma 1.3 is therefore identical for all (i, j) in 
R. Cl 
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This finishes the proof of Proposition 1.1, as it is possible to extend any binary 
relation to a 2-homogeneous one. 0 
Note that this gives a pair of T which is unstable but also one with the 
independence property. 
2. Forking in theories of pairs 
We are now going to look at the forking relation in a theory of pairs of T, for T 
an arbitrary superstable theory, and to show that: let 9 be a theory of pairs of T, 
Y is stable (resp. superstable, w-stable) if and only if all types Ed of 9, such that 
Jr I- “0 E Ju”, are stable (resp. superstable, w-stable). 
Lemma 2.1. Let T be a superstable theory and let M <N be &-saturated models 
of T. Let {ao, . . . , a,,} 5 N be an independent set over M, such that for all i, 
0 G i s n, t(ai/M) is of weight one. 
If bo, . . . , b,_ 1 in N are such that 
t(b,, . . . , LllM) = t(ao, . . . , a,-l/M), 
then there is b, in N such that 
t(b,, . . . , bnPI, WM) = t(ao, . . . , a,-l, a,lM). 
Proof. We know that if p E S(M) is a type of weight 1, we can define the 
dimension of the class of p for 4 in N. 
- If t(a,/M) is orthogonal to t(a,/M) for all i, 0 c i c n - 1, we take b, = a,. 
- If not, consider a,,, . . . , ai,, those of the ai’s such that 
t(ai,lM) ~3 . * . 4 t(aiJM) 4 t(a,lM). 
The dimension in N of the class of t(a,/M) is therefore at least k + 2; hence there 
is c in N, t(c/M) 4 t(bi,/M) = t(ai,/M), such that {b,, . . . , bi,, c} is independent 
over M. One can of course choose such a c realizing t(a,/M); we then let 
b, =c. 0 
Now let Y be a theory of pairs of a theory T, and let (M, N) be a model of 3. 
We noticed (see Section 0) that if li, 6 EN and t*(alO) = t*(6/0) then t(ti/M) and 
t(b/M) must be equivalent for the fundamental order of T, but this condition is 
not in general sufficient. Proposition 2.1 gives a sufficient condition for two tuples 
to have the same *type over 0, with the assumption that T is superstable. 
Proposition 2.1. Let T be a superstable theory; let M <N be two models of T and 
let ii, 6 EN be such that t(cilM) = t(b/M). 
Then, ci and 6 have the same *type (over M) in the pair (M, N). 
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Remark. Although this condition (t(E/M) = t(6/M)) is quite strong, it is not 
sufficient without an assumption of stability on T; indeed, there are very simple 
counter-examples for unstable theories: consider for example the theory of dense 
linear orderings without endpoints, and let (M, N) be the following pair 
N=Q and M=Q- [0, 11. 
The two elements 0 and 1 have the same type over M, but they do not have the 
same *type over 0 in the pair. 
We do not know if this condition is sufficient in general in the case of a stable 
non-superstable theory. 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. We can assume that M and N are &-saturated, as, if 
(M’, N’) is an elementary extension of (M, N), the condition t(Z/M’) = t(6lM’) 
is still satisfied. 
We show that if 2i and 6 in N have the same type over M, then, for c in N, 
there is d in N such that t(c?“c/M) = t(h^dlM). By infinite back and forth in N, 
this gives us the result. 
Let M(Gc), M < M(iic) < N, be a model X,-prime over MU {Zc}, and let 
M(a), M -=I M(a) < M(Ec), be a model X,-prime over MU {a}. Let 
(43, . . . , a,} E M(G) be a maximal independent set of realizations of regular 
types over M; we know that uO” * * - ^a, dominates M(C) over M. By isomorph- 
ism, as ti and 6 have the same type over M, there is {b,, . . . , b,} E N such that: 
t(5, a,, . . . ) u,/M) = t(6, bo, . . . , b,/M). 
Now let {co, . . . , ck} G M(Gc) be such that {a,, . . . , a,, co, . . . , ck} is a maximal 
independent set of realizations of regular types over M. By maximality, 
a0 A. . . hu,,hCOh* * “ck dominates M(k) over M. By the previous lemma, we can 
find in N, do, . . . , dk such that 
t(b,, . . . , b,, do, . . . d,JM) = t(u,, . . . , a,, co, . . . , Q/M). 
By isomorphism with uo, . . . , a,, ii, we have that b,“. . -“b, dominates 
boA. . . “b,,^b over M; as boA* * -“b, and doA. . -“dk are independent over M, 
t(b,*- . . ^ b,%/M U doA- - ehdk) 
is the unique nonforking extension of its restriction to M. 
Let us denote by A0 the sequence uo”- - ~“u,,“~~“- - *“ck and by B. the sequence 
bo^. . _“b,“do”. . . hdk. We have that 
t(AoAa/M) = t(B,%/M). 
Now, the type of c over M UAo”C is X,-isolated, hence by isomorphism, we can 
find d such that 
t(B,%^d/M) = t(A,^H”c/M). Cl 
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We are from now on going to work with the theory Teq introduced by Shelah 
[ll, Ch. 111-61. Let us recall briefly that if M is a model of T, we consider a model 
Me9 of Teq 7 the expansion of M, containing, for each O-definable equivalence 
relation E on M”, an element for each class of E as well as a definable map taking 
each n-tuple of M to its class mod E. All the properties of T that we will be using 
(A-stability, NDOP, . . .) are preserved for Teq. 
The advantage of working in Teq is that, if T is stable, in Teq, each type p has a 
canonical set of definition, called the canonical basis of p. As the canonical basis 
is usually defined for stationary types only, we are going to recall briefly what we 
mean by the canonical basis of a non stationary type. We begin with the following 
definitions and theorems which we are going to need and which can be found in 
[7, Ch. IV-21. 
Definition. Let T be a stable theory, p E S(A), A good definition of p is a map d, 
which takes each formula ~(b, j) to a formula dV(J) such that: 
(i) For all fi EA, p t q(V, lz) iff kd,(ri). 
(ii) For all B 2 A, for all formulas q(V, jJ), and for all 6 E B, b d,(6) iff all 
nonforking extensions of p over B satisfy the formula ~~(fi, 6). 
We say that p E S(A) is well definable over A,, if there is a map d satisfying 
conditions (i) and (ii) such that, for all q(U, y), the formula d,(J) has its 
parameters in A,,. 
Weak Definability Theorem. Let T be a stable theory, p E S(A). Then p is well 
definable over A. In fact, there is A, GA, lAoI s IL1 + X0 such that p is well 
definable over AO. 
Theorem. Let T be a stable theory, A G B, p E S(B) p is well definable over A if 
and only if p is the unique nonforking extension in S(B) of its restriction to A. 
Notations. dcl(A) is the definable closure of A. 
acl(A) is the algebraic closure of A. 
Let us recall that we are working inside a saturated model of T, G. We leave 
the proof of the following lemma to the reader, as it is the analogue of Theorem 
6-10, Ch. III-6 in [ll]. 
Lemma 2.2 (Existence of the canonical basis). Let T be u stable theory. In Teq, for 
every type p E S(A), there is a set C(p) such that: 
(i) C(p) G dcl(A); p is well definable over C(p). 
(ii) An automorphism o of Fq leaves C(p) pointwise fixed if and only if o 
leaves the set of nonforking extensions of p globally invariant. 
(iii) D E A is such that p does not fork over D, if and only if C(p) E acl(D). 
(We say that C(p) is the canonical basis of p.) 
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We can now go back to theories of pairs. We assume from now on, that we are 
working in Teq. 
Definition. Let T be a stable theory, let F be a theory of pairs of T and let 
(MO, NO) < (M, N) be two models of 5. If 5 E N, we call the canonical basis of the 
type of ti over M U N,, the basis ofa ouer NO (in the pair (M, N)). 
Lemma 2.3. let T be a stable theory and let 3 be a theory of pairs of T; let 
(MO, NO) < (M, N) be two models of 3. 
(i) The preceding definition is independent of the model (M, N) which contains 
a. 
(ii) Let ki, 6 E N, and let C, and Ci be the bases of rI and b over No. If 
t*(G/No) = t*(b/N,,), then t*(d”Cz/No) = t*(b”CtJN,). 
(iii) Let a EN and let C, be the basis of 5 over NO. C, is contained in the 
*definable closure of NO U ii. 
Proof. (i) Let (M’, N’) > (M, N) > (MO, NO) and let ii EN. We are going to see 
that t(d/M U NJ and t(fi/M’ UN,,) have the same canonical basis: N and M’ are 
independent over M, therefore M’ and NO U 6 are independent over M, that is, 
t(NO U G/M’) is the heir of t(NO U a/M). It follows that t(G/M’ U No) is the unique 
nonforking extension of t(ii/M U N,,), hence these two types have the same 
canonical basis. 
(ii) By (i), we can assume there is a *automorphism of (M, N), over (MO, NJ, 
which takes 5 to 6; this automorphism must leave M globally invariant and 
therefore must send C,- to C,. 
(iii) Let (M’, N’) b e any elementary extension of (M, N), and let f be a 
*automorphism of (M’, N’) over NO U ii; f must leave C,- pointwise invariant: let 
p = t(a/M’ U NJ, f is a *automorphism, so f (M’) = M’ and f is over d U No, 
therefore f(p) = t(E/M’ U No) =p. Hence f must certainly leave the set of 
nonforking extensions of p invariant. We know that this implies that f leaves C, 
pointwise invariant (Lemma 2.2(ii)). q 
Lemma 2.4. Let T be a stable theory and let F be a theory of pairs of T; let 
(MU, NO) < (M, N) be two models of 3, let NO G B EN and let ti E N. 
If d : q(V, y)-, d,(y) is a good definition for t(ti/M U No), with parameters in 
A c N, and if t*(ti”AIB) is a heir of its restriction to NO, then d is also a good 
definition for t(dlM U B). 
Proof. As the map d is by assumption a good definition for t(Z/M U NJ, it is 
sufficient to check that for all Er E M, for all 6 E B, and for all formula rp(V, j) of 
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the language L, 
N k q(ii, 6, fi) iff N b d,(6, fi, tirp). 
where Gi, E A is the parameter of the formula d,(V). 
If not, this means that there is 6 E B such that, in the language L*, 
N k 32 (2 E JU A (l(q(a, 6, 2) * d&b, 2, &))). 
By assumption, t * - “i/B) is the heir of its restriction to N,,, therefore the (a, 
formula above is also true with some ii0 in NO in place of 6; but this contradicts 
the fact that d is a good definition for t(c?/M U N,,). 0 
The two preceding lemmas only require the assumption that T is stable; from 
now on we must add the assumption that T is superstable in order to be able to 
apply Proposition 2.1. 
Lemma 2.5. let T be a super-stable theory and let 9 be a theory of pairs of T; let 
(MO, NO) < (M, N) be two models of 3, (5, 6 E N, c6 the basis of 6 over NO and Cb 
the basis of b over NO. 
Zf t(a”C,/N,) = t(d”C~_lN,) and t*(C,/N,) = t*(CJN,), then 
t*(ti/N,,) = t*(b/N,J. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that the pair (M, N) is lN,J’- 
saturated. 
Let E EN be such that t*(a”CJN,J = t*(c”C,IN,); t(c/M U NO) must then be 
well definable over Cb U No, and therefore t(E/M U No) is the unique nonforking 
extension of its restriction to Ch U No. Now, 
t(b^C~/N,J = t(lT”C,/N,,) = t(E”CJN,) 
and t(b/M U No) is also the unique nonforking extension of its restriction to 
Ci U No. Therefore, t(6/M U No) = t(C/M U NJ, and by Proposition 2.1, 
t*(b/N,) = t*(c/N,,) = t*(a/N,J. 0 
We are frequently going to consider the types in L*, x(v), which contain the 
formula “U E At”; from now on, we will call these types: types of the small model. 
Proposition 2.2. Let T be a superstable theory and let .?T be a theory of pairs of T 
such that all the types of the small model of .Y are stable. Then .Y is stable. 
Proof. Let A be a cardinal such that A I”% = A, and let (M, N) be a model of .Y 
of cardinality A. We want to show that IS*(M, N)I s A. 
Let S’L’+K”(N) be the set of types (for T) of sequences of elements of 
cardinality s IL/ +X0; let *P(M, N) be the set of *types (i.e. for Y) over 
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(M, N) of sequences of elements in JU, of cardinality s IL] +X0. By our 
assumption on Y, *P(M, N) is also of cardinality GA.. 
Recall that, for any a in an elementary extension of (M, N), the basis of G over 
N, C,, has cardinality s (LI + X0, and is contained in the definable closure of 
N U the formula “fi E A?‘. Therefore, by Lemma 2.5: 
I*S(M, WI =G IS IL’+Kol x l*P(M, N)l =G A. 0 
Proposition 2.3. Let T be a countable o-stable theory, and let 9 be a theory of 
pairs of T such that all the types of the small model of 3 are o-stable (i.e. have a 
Morley Rank). Then 3 is w-stable. 
Proof. Let (M, N) be a countable model of 3; by the o-stability of T, for any a 
in an elementary extension of (M, N), the basis of ti over N is in the definable 
closure of a finite set. In *S(M, N) there are only countably many types ranked 
by the Morley Rank, therefore by applying Lemma 2.5, as in the preceding 
proposition, we see that 
(*S(M, N)( G HO. q 
We will derive the superstable case from the following characterization of 
forking in stable theories of pairs. 
Proposition 2.4. Let T be a superstable theory and let 9 be a stable theory of pairs 
of T. Let (MO, NO) < (M, N) be two models of 9, a,6 E N, C, the basis of ii over 
NO. 
Then a and 6 are *independent over NO if and only if 
(1) t(a/M U NO U 6) does not fork over M U NO, 
(2) C, and 6 are *independent over NO. 
Remark. Note that if 6 E A, then E and 6 are *independent over NO iff C, and 6 
are *independent over NO. 
Proof. If ti and 6 are *NO-independent, since C, is included in the *definable 
closure of NO and 6, t*(ii”C,/N, U 6) does not fork over N,,; hence, by Lemma 
2.4, t(a/M U NO U 6) is the unique nonforking extension over MU NO U d of 
t(a/M U NO). 
Conversely, assume, without loss of generality, that in (M, N), there is an 
element 2 realizing a nonforking extension of t*(tilN” U C,) over NO U Cri U 6. By 
the stability of 3, since t*(EIN,, U C, U 6) does not fork over NO U C, and since 
t*(C,/N,U 6) does not fork over NO by assumption (2), we have that 
t*(E”C,/N, U 6) does not fork over NO. Hence, by Lemma 2.4, t(E/M U NO U 6) is 
the unique nonforking extension over M U N,,U 6 of t(E/CJ = t(ii/CJ. But 
t(ci/M UN,, U 6) is by assumption a nonforking extension of t(ti/M U NO) and 
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therefore of t(li/Cz); it follows that t(a/M U No U 6) = t(E/M U No U 6) and, by 
Proposition 2.1, that t*(C/NoU 6) = t*(E/NoU 6), which we chose to be the 
nonforking extension of t*((?/N,). 0 
Proposition 2.5. Let T be a superstable theory, and let 9 be a theory of pairs of T 
such that all the types of the small model of 5 are superstable (i.e. have a U-rank). 
Then !Y is superstable. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.2, F is stable; if .T is not superstable, there is an infinite 
sequence of models of Y, 
(M,, NJ < * * -<(M,,N,)<*.-<(M,N) 
and some ti E N such that, for all n < o, 
t*(d/N,+J forks over N,. 
let C, be the basis of G over N,, by the preceding proposition, for all it < w, 
either t(ii/M UN,,,) forks over M UN, 
or t*(CJN,+,) forks over N,. 
As T is superstable, there is no < w such that, for all it 2 no, 
$ti/M U N,) does not fork over M UN,,, and t*(C,/N,+,) forks over N,,. 
By superstability of T again, there is D E M, finite, such that t(ti/M UN,) does 
not fork over N,, U D. Recall that C, is the canonical basis of t(ti/M U N,), 
therefore C, G acl(N,, U D) (Lemma 2.2(iii)); it follows that we should have that, 
for all Iz 2 rzo, t*(D/N,+J forks over N,. But D is finite and D GM, hence 
t*(D/N,,) is a type of the small model and we assumed these types were 
superstable and therefore could not fork infinitely many times. 0 
3. Theories with NDOP 
If it is quite natural, since the DOP is some kind of ‘hidden instability’, to 
attempt to express this instability in the language of pairs, the converse, that is, if 
T has NDOP, the theory of pairs of T is stable, may seem less natural. It is 
therefore interesting to note that there is a very direct, if somewhat brutal, proof 
of this in the case when the theory T has ‘few’ models (T is ‘shallow’). 
We will not give this proof here (it can be found in [l, section 3.2]), as it gives 
no serious information about the theory of pairs and cannot be generalized to 
NDOP theories in general, which may have the maximum number of models in 
each cardinality (if T is ‘deep’). What is actually shown is that if T has ‘few’ 
models of cardinality K, then there are ‘few’ non-isomorphic pairs of models of 
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cardinality K; it is therefore impossible for any complete theory of pairs of T to be 
unstable. One can note that the bound on the number of pairs is actually the 
same as the one on the models of T; we will in fact show more precisely in the 
next section that if T is NDOP, all theories of pairs are NDOP and have the same 
depth as T. 
We begin by stating the property of superstable NDOP theories that we will be 
using constantly. 
Lemma 3.1. Let T be a superstable NDOP theory, let M and N be two 
X,-saturated models of T, M < N. Let AI, . . . , A,, be subsets of N, independent 
over M, and, for j, 1 C j =Z n, let Mi, M U Ai E Mi EN, be a maximal model 
dominated by Ai over M; let a/so P, M < P < N, be a maximal model independent 
from IJl<jsn Mj over M. 
Then N is X,-prime minimal over P U IJl<j<n Mj. 
Proof. Note first that the Mj’S and P must be X,-saturated. Let N’ <N be 
&-prime over Ur<jsn M, U P. 
Suppose that N # N’, let a E N - N’ such that t(a/N’) is regular. 
(a) t(a/N’) I M: 
if not, there is q E S(N’) such that q does not fork over M and q 4 t(a/N’). 
Hence there is b E N-N’, such that b and N’ are independent over M; but then 
P U {b} contradicts the maximality of P. 
(b) t(a/N’) I P: 
if not, there is b EN-N’, such that t(alN’) 4 t(blN’) and t(b/N’) does not fork 
over P; since t(a/N’) I M, by &equivalence, t(blN’) I M, and it follows that 
t(b/P) I M. Again P U (6) contradicts the maximality of P. 
(c) t(a/N’)IMj for allj, lsjsn: 
if not, let j0 be such that t(alN’) 1 Mj,; hence there is b EN-N’ such that 
t(b/N’) does not fork over M,, and t(alN’) 4 t(blN’). Since t(alN’) I M, we also 
have that t(b/MjJ I M, that is MjO U {b} is dominated by Mj, over M, which 
contradicts the maximality of Mj,. 
But (b) and (c) contradict the fact that T has NDOP. 0 
Proposition 3.1. Let T be a superstable NDOP theory, and let 9 be a theory of 
pairs of T. Let (MO, NO) < (M, N) be two models of .Y and let a E M, 6 E N, and 
C E M be such that t(b/M U N,,) does not fork over N,, U C. 
If a and C are independent over MO, then t*(EfN” U 6) is the unique *heir of its 
restriction to NO. 
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Proof. What we are going to show in fact is that if a,, &E M, C GM, 6 E N, are 
such that 
(a) t*(d,lNO) = t*(Gl&), 
(b) {rSr, cS2, C} is an independent set over MO, 
(c) t(b/M U No) does not fork over M U C, 
then, t*(d,/N, U C U 6) = t*(i&lNo U C U 6). 
This gives us the result: let G and 6 satisfy the assumptions in the proposition, 
and let a’ E M realize an arbitrary *heir of t*(ti/N,) over No U b”ii”C; then G and 
3 satisfy conditions (a) and (b) and therefore t*(a/No U 6) = t*(cS’/N,, U 6) and d 
realizes the unique (because I?’ realizes an arbitrary *heir) *heir of t*(ii/N,). 
First we check that we can assume that (M, N) and (M,,, No) are &-saturated: it is 
obvious that (M, N) can be chosen as big as we want, as extending (M, N) does 
not change any of the three conditions above. Now for (MO, N,,), let Ci be the 
basis of 6 over N,, and let (M& NA) be an &-saturated extension of (M,,, NJ, such 
that t*(N;/N,,U tilh&h6hChC~) is a *coheir of its restriction to No (assume 
(M, N) is big enough to contain (M& NA)). 
Conditions (a) and (b) are obviously still satisfied over N& Now for condition 
(c), by Lemma 2.4, as t*(6”CJNh) is a heir of t*(6”C,IN,), t(6/M U Nh) does 
not fork over M UN,,, and hence over M U C. 
By assumption, t*(aIINo) = t*(d,lN,), therefore we can assume that in (M, N) 
there is a *automorphism g* of (M, N) which sends 6, to ti2 and leaves No 
pointwise invariant. We are going to construct another *automorphism of (M, N) 
which sends a, to tiZ and leaves N,, U C U 6 pointwise invariant. 
(A) We begin by constructing an automorphism g of M, which sends aI to & 
and leaves MO U C pointwise invariant. 
Let Ml r> MO U {ti,} be a maximal model in M dominated by aI over MO, and let 
M2 be the image of Ml by g*. Then M2 c_ M and is maximal dominated by tip over 
M,,. Since a,“& and C are independent over MO and, Gr and Gz are independent 
over MO, C and M, U M2 are independent over MO. 
Now let P, MO U C c P CM, be maximal independent from Ml U M2 over M,,. 
By NDOP (Lemma 3.1), M is X,-prime over Ml U M2 U P; by the independence 
over MO, there is an MO-elementary isomorphism from Ml U M2 U P to M2 U Ml U 
P. By the uniqueness of the K,-prime model, this isomorphism can be extended 
to an automorphism of M, that we denote by g. This automorphism satisfies: 
-gl,, =g*lM,, 
- g exchanges M, and M2, 
- gl, is the identity. 
(B) We are now going to construct the *automorphism we want. Let Nr be 
maximal dominated by Ml over M,, in N, NI 2 Ml; Nl is also maximal dominated 
by GI over MO in N. Let N2 be the image of N, by the *automorphism g*; then 
N2 2 M2 and N2 must be maximal dominated by ci2 over MO in N. We check now 
that P U No U 6 and NI U N2 are independent over MO: {ii,“&} U P G M, t(6/M U 
N,) does not fork over No U C, hence over No U P; therefore t(Zl”&/No U P U 6) 
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does not fork over No U P, hence over MO. Let P’ be maximal independent from 
N, U N2 over MO in N, P’ containing P U No U 6. By NDOP (Lemma 3.1), N is 
&-prime minimal over N1 U N2 U P’; by minimality, N is also prime over 
M U Nl U N2 U P’. 
Let f, be the following map: 
_:I,,,, z;*;he automorphism of M that we constructed in (A), 
-f,Z = (&$X2> 
-flP, is the identity. 
It is easy to check that f is a well-defined map from MU Nl U N2 U P’ to 
M U N2 U Nl U P’; we are now going to see that f is an elementary isomorphism 
over MO. It will follow, by uniqueness of the K,-prime model, that f can be 
extended to f’, an automorphism of N. By the construction off, f’ will satisfy the 
following: 
-f’(&) = G*, 
-f’(M) = M, 
-f’l N$.JbUC is the identity, 
hence f’ will be the *automorphism we wanted. 
In order to see that f is indeed an elementary isomorphism over M,,, it is 
enough to show that: 
(*) { 
N1 and M U N2 U P’ are independent over M, , 
N2 and M U Nl U P’ are independent over M2. 
Let %‘EN~, pEN2and ~EP’. 
(i) t(ti/M) does not fork over MI: NI is dominated by MI over M,,; M, and 
M2 U P are independent over MO, therefore N1 and M2 U P are independent over 
MI. Now, M is X,-prime over MI U (M2 U P), so NI and M are independent over 
Ml. 
(ii) t@/M) does not fork over M2: similar as (i). 
(iii) [(T/M) does not fork over P: P’ and MI U M2 are independent over P; M 
is X,-prime over P U (MI U M2), so P’ and M are independent over P. 
Therefore we have: 
- t(g/M) does not fork over MI and t(S/M,) I MO, 
- t@/M) does not fork over M2 and t@/M2) I MO, 
- t(y/M) does not fork over P 
with MI, M2 and P pairwise independent over MO. It follows that these three 
types must be pairwise orthogonal, and hence that 
t(S/M U {fl”p}) does not fork over MI, and 
t@/M U {&‘y}) does not fork over M2. 
The condition (*) is satisfied, and this ends the proof of Proposition 3.1. Cl 
Corollary 3.1. Let T be a superstable NDOP theory and let Y be a theory of pairs 
of T; let (MO, N,,) < (MI, NI) < (M, N) be models of 3 and let d E M. Then the 
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following are equivalent: 
(i) t*(a/N,) is th e unique *heir of t*(a/N,). 
(ii) t(a/N,) does not fork over NO. 
(iii) t(a/MJ does not fork over MO. 
Proof. (i) implies (ii) implies (iii) is always true. 
Now, as N1 and M are independent over M,, (iii) implies (i) by the above 
proposition. 0 
Corollary 3.2. Let T be a superstable NDOP theory, let 5 be a theory of pairs of 
T and let (M, N) be a model of 9. Let n be a type of S*(M, N) such that 
n t “13 E Ju”. Then JC is superstable and U-Rank(n) s U-Rank(nc(,). 
Proof. By the above, ?r, as well as all its extensions, has a unique heir over any 
model of .T-, hence JC is stable. 
Let us see, by induction on (Y, that if U-Rank(n) 2 a, then U-Rank(nl,) 2 (Y: 
we denote JG~~ by p (note that p E S(N) does not fork over M); if U- 
Rank(n) 2 (Y, then, by definition of the U-Rank, for any /3 < (Y, JG has a forking 
extension Ed’, of Rank 2 p, over some elementary extension (M’, N’) of (M, N). 
By Corollary 3.1, p’ = ?c’lL. must be a forking extension of p and by the induction 
hypothesis, U-Rank(p’) 3 /?. It follows that U-Rank(p) > 1~. Cl 
Now with the results from the preceding sections (Propositions 1.1 and 2.59, we 
get directly: 
Proposition 3.2. Let T be a superstable theory. Then the following are equivalent: 
- T has NDOP. 
-All theories of pairs of T are stable. 
-All theories of pairs of T are superstable. 
Let us now assume that T is superstable NDOP and that 9 is a theory of pairs 
of T, we know that T is also superstable and we are going to look a little more 
precisely at the dependence relation in .T. 
First, as a direct corollary of Proposition 3.1, we get: 
Proposition 3.3. Let (MO, NO) < (M, N) be models of 3, let a, 6 E M. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
- a and 6 are *independent over NO. 
- a and 6 are independent over NO. 
- a and 6 are independent over MO. 
Now we are going to look at another notion of basis for the *type of an element 
over a model of T. 
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Definition. Let (MO, NO) < (M, N) be models of 9, let a EN. The At-basis of ti 
over NO is by definition *dcl(N, U a) II M and will be denoted B,. 
Lemma 3.2. Let C, be the basis of ci over NO. Then C, E dcl(N” U B,). 
Proof. Recall that C, c dcl(M U N,,); we are going to show that if Z E dcl(M U 
No), there is p E M, such that 
2 E dcl(N, U p), /? E *dcl(N, U 2). 
As Z is definable over M UN,,, let Z = f (fi,, &J, with & EN,, and CO E M. Let 
D E MO be such that t(&,/Mo) is definable over D. Consider the following relation 
E : 2 E 6’ if, for all E such that t(ii/D) = t(&/D) and, ii and t?“e’ are independent 
over D, f(fi, 2) = f (fi, 2’). The relation E is an equivalence relation and by 
definability of t(fi/D), E is definable over D; also, if 2 E 2’ and fi is such that 
t(rl/D) = t(&lD), ti and t? are independent over D, ii and 2’ are independent 
over D, then f(fi, 2) = f (ii, 2’). 
Let y be the class of PO mod E (in Teq(D)). Then y is definable over NO U i in 
L*: y is the unique class such that there is E_? E Ju, e E y such that f(&, 2) = 2. 
We also have that Z is definable in L over NO U y: let Z’ realize the same type as 
Z over N,U y, then there is 2 E y such that f(&,, 2) = Z’, but 2 E CO and & is 
independent from 2 and from go; it follows that f (no, 2,) = f (fin, 2) and so that 
Z’=Z. 
We would have finished except for the fact that E is definable with parameters 
d in MO (so in fact it is of the form E(d, 2, F’)), and therefore y is in M if we work 
in T”‘(d); but it is easy to replace y by some element in Teq: let T(x) be the finite 
part of t(d) that implies that E(a, J, J’) is an equivalence relation and let 
R(Z, “r, ,“‘y’) be the following equivalence relation: 
X =X’ and T(i) and E(x, y, p’) 
or X = 5’ and lT(IF). 
then if /3 is the class of d”& mod R, y is definable over p and /3 is definable over 
d U y. It follows that p meets our requirements. So there is C EM fl *dcl(N, u 
C,) such that C, E dcl(N,U C). Now as C, c *dcl(N,U ii), C is also in the 
*definable closure of d over NO. 0 
Proposition 3.4. Let (MO, N,,) < (M, N) b e models of Y, a EM, 6 EN, Bg the 
A-basis of d over NO. Then 
ci and 6 are *independent over NO iff 
ti and B, are independent over N,, iff 
5 and B, are independent over MO. 
Proof. If G and 6 are *independent, then ti and Bg must certainly also be 
*independent and therefore independent over NO and over MO. Conversely, by 
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Lemma 3.2, Ch, the canonical basis of t(6lM U No) is included in the definable 
closure of No U B,, hence t(6/M U N,,) does not fork over N,, U Bh and we finish 
by applying Proposition 3.1. 0 
Proposition 3.5. Let (MO, NO) < (M, N) b e models of F, ti, 6 E N, B, and Bh the 
A-bases of ti and 6 over N,,. Then 
ii and 6 are *independent over NO iff 
(i) ti and 6 are independent over M U No, 
(ii) B, and B, are independent over No. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.4, we know that ii and 6 are *independent over N,, iff 
condition (i) is satisfied together with (ii)‘: C, and 6 are *independent over No. 
So assume (ii) is satisfied. By Proposition 3.4, B, and 6 are *independent over 
No. Now as C, E dcl(N, U BJ, C, and 6 are *independent over No. 0 
4. Orthogonality in theories of pairs 
We now know that if T is superstable NDOP, any theory 9 of pairs of T is also 
superstable. We are going to show, by looking at the relation of orthogonality for 
types in Y, that Y also has NDOP. As a corollary of the results on orthogonality, 
we will also get that, if T is superficial, then 9 is also superficial, with the same 
depth as T. 
From now on, we assume that T is superstable NDOP and that 9 is a theory of 
pairs of T. 
Notation. Let (M, N) be an X,-saturated model of 3 and let Ed E S*(N), we write 
n _L JU to mean “Z is orthogonal to the formula “fi E M’ “. 
Lemma 4.1. Let (M, N) be an X,-saturated model of 3, x E S*(N) and 5 realizing 
no in some extension (M’, N’) of (M, N). 
(i) n _L JU iff the basis C, of ci over N is included in N. 
(ii) Zf nI&, if 6~ N’ is such that t*(6/N)IAt and t(6/N)=xlL, then 
t*@/N) = n. 
(iii) Zf JC I JU, if (MO, NO) < (M, N), then JC does not *fork over NO if JC(~ does 
not fork over NO. 
Proof. (i) If n I .&, then G and M’ must be independent over N, hence C, E N. 
Conversely, if C, G N, let fi realize a type of the small model (w.1.o.g. fi is 
contained in M’). Then 5 and Er trivially satisfy the conditions in Proposition 2.4 
and are *independent over N. 
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(ii) By assumption, t(ti/N) = t(6/N) but by (i), it follows that t(Z/M’ UN) = 
t(6/M’ UN) and hence that t*(ii/N) = 1*(6/N) (Proposition 2.1). 
(iii) Assume that t(a/N) does not fork over NO. Since 3d I A, t(G/M’ UN) 
does not fork over N, hence over N,,. Let C, be the basis of li over NO, then 
C, E NO, so again by Proposition 2.4, t*(a/N) does not fork over N,,. 
Proposition 4.1. let (M, N) be an X,-saturated model of 3, let a E JU and let 
(M’, N’), containing N U ci, be an X,-saturated model *dominated by a over N. 
Then 
- M’ is dominated by ii over M, 
- N’ is dominated by a over N. 
Proof. (i) Let P, M U ci G P G M’, be maximal dominated by ti over M. If 
P #M’, there is c E M’ - P such that c and 5 are independent over M. Since both 
a and c are in M’, it follows that they are *independent over N which contradicts 
the fact that 3 *dominates c over N. 
(ii) We have just seen that 5 dominates M’ over M, since M’ and N are 
independent over M, it follows that ti also dominates M’ over N. Now let P’, 
NUM’GP’GN’, be maximal dominated by 5 over N. Again, if N’ #P’, there 
is c in N’ - P’ such that c and P’ are independent over N, but M’ E P’, so 
t(c/M’U N) does not fork over N and by Lemma 4.1, t*(cIN) I .H. But this 
contradicts the fact that ci *dominates c over N. Cl 
Corollary 4.1. Let (MO, NO) < (M, N) be two K,-saturated models of .Y, let 
n E S*(N) be a type of the small model. Then, if we denote by p the restriction of 
~4 to M, 
Proof. Assume that ~1~ d NO. Then, if ti is a realization of n in some 
X,-saturated extension (M’, N’) of (M, N), as t(a/N) does not fork over M 
because ii E M’, t(ii/M) 1 No, and as M and NO are independent over MO, in fact 
t(rS/M) =p d M,, 
Hence there is q E S(M), non-algebraic, which does not fork over MO such that 
q Ap; so q must be realized in every X,-saturated model realizing p ; so let 6 
realize q in M’, such that t*(b/N) A t*(alN). As 6 E M’ and t(6lN) does not fork 
over MO, then t*(6/N) does not fork over NO; hence n *J! NO. 
Now assume that it *d NO. So in N(Z), X,-prime over N and a, there is 6 such 
that t*(b/N) does not fork over NO. By Proposition 4.1, then d dominates 6 over 
N and t(b/N) does not fork over N,, so nlL 1 NO. I3 
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We now look at types orthogonal to .A?!: 
Proposition 4.2. Let (M, N) be an &-saturated model of F, x E S*(N), n I _& 
and ii realizing n. Let (M’, N’) be an X,-saturated model of 9, a EN’, such that ri 
*dominates N’ over N. Then a dominates N’ over N. 
Proof. Note first that, because t*(ii/N) I JU, then M’ = M. 
Let P, N U ii s P < N’ be maximal dominated by ti over N. If P ZN’, then 
there is b in N’ -P such that ti and b are independent over N, but then by 
Proposition 2.4, ti and b are *independent over N, which contradicts the fact that 
ti *dominates b. 0 
Corollary 4.2. Let (M, N) be an &-saturated model of Y, n E S*(N), JC I At and 
G realizing n. Let (M’, N’) be the *X,-prime model over N Uti. Then N’ is 
&-prime over N U 5. 
Proof. As above, M’ = M; by the above proposition, N’ is X,-atomic over N U a, 
N’ will be X,-prime if it contains no uncountable indiscernible sequence over 
N U i. But if it does contain such a sequence {a,; i < ol}, by (ii) in Lemma 4.1, 
this sequence will also be *indiscernible, which contradicts the fact that N’ is 
*X,-prime over N U 6. 0 
Corollary 4.3. Let (MO, NO) < (M, N) be two X,-saturated models of Y and let 
neS*(N), x1.k Thenn*1 N,ifandonfyif~~l,~N,. 
Proof. Let ti realize ,7~; by Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.2, n *d No if and only if in 
N’, model &-prime over N U ii, there is some b such that t(b/N) does not fork 
over No. q 
Corollary 4.4. Let (MO, NO) < (M,, NJ, (M,,, N,,) < (M2, N2), be models of 9such 
that N, and N2 are *independent over N,,, NI is *X,-prime over N,U {a}, N2 is 
*X,-prime over N,U {b}, where a and b are *minimal types over NO. Zf (M, N) is 
*X,-prime over NI U N2, then N is in fact X,-prime over Ni U N2. 
Proof. The model N is *X,-prime over N1 U N2, therefore N is *dominated by N1 
over N2. As Ni and N2 are *independent over NO, and a *dominates N, over N,, it 
follows that N is *dominated by a over N2. Now t*(alN,) does not fork over N,,, 
so it remains *minimal and we can assume that either t*(a/N,) _L At or 
t*(a/N,) 1 “v E A”. It follows by Propositions 4.1 and 4.2 that N is dominated by 
a over N2 and hence certainly by N, over N2. For the same reason, N is also 
dominated by N2 over N1. Now as T has NDOP, this implies that N is X,-prime 
over N1 U N2: N is &-prime over N; U N;, where NI is maximal dominated by N1 
over No and N; is maximal dominated by N2 over N,. But NI and N2 are 
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independent over N r, so by domination, N; and N are independent over N,, 
hence N; and Nr are equal, and similarly, N; and N2 are equal. 0 
Proposition 4.3. The theory Y does not have DOP. 
Proof. If Y had DOP, we would find the following situation (see e.g. [6]): 
- (M,, N,,), &-saturated, a and b such that t*(a/N,) and t*(b/N,,) are *minimal, 
a and b *independent over No. 
- Nr *&-prime over No U a and N2 *X,-prime over N,, U b, N *X,-prime over 
N1 U N2. 
- JG E S*(N) such that Ed is *minimal and n * I Ni and JC * I N2. 
As rc is *minimal one can assume that either E I JU or Ed t “v E JU”. Therefore, 
by Corollaries 4.1 and 4.3, nlL I Nr and nlr. I N2. 
By Corollary 4.4, N is X,-prime over N1 U N2. The models Nr and N2 remain 
independent over N,, hence ~d(~ contradicts the fact that the theory T does not 
have DOP. 
We recall now very briefly the definition of the depth of a theory: 
Definition. Let T be a superstable NDOP theory, let p E S(N), N X,-saturated. 
We define the depth of p, denoted d(p), by induction: 
-d(p) 2 0. 
- If p is a limit ordinal, d(p) 3 /? if for all (Y < /3, d(p) 2 (Y. 
- d(p) 3 cx + 1 if there is N’ 2 N U a, N’ X,-saturated, where 5 is a realization 
of p, N’ dominated by ri’ over N and q E S(N’) such that q I N and d(q) 2 c-x. 
We let d(p)=m if d(p) 3 (Y for all a; if not, d(p) = (Y where (Y is the first 
ordinal such that d(p) 2 cy and d(p) 3 cx + 1. 
The depth of T, d(T) is defined in the following way: 
d(T) = sup{d(p) + 1;p E S(N), N X,-saturated}. 
We say that T is superficial if d(T) < w. 
Facts. (i) Zf N < N’, p E S(N) and p’ is the nonforking extension of p over N’, 
then d(p) = d(p’). 
(ii) Zf p,q E S(N), P 4 q, then d(p) = d(q). 
(iii) Zf p E S(N), d(p) = sup{d(r); r regular in S(N), r Ap}. 
Note that, usually, in the definition of depth, one requires the model N’ to be 
&-prime over N U a (see for example [6]). But it is easy to see that both 
definitions are equivalent: let N, 5, N’ and p be as in the definition above. Then 
N’ is NE-atomic over N U a; let F E N’, finite, be such that p does not fork over F 
and pIF is stationary. Let N” < N’ be &-prime over N U F U (2). Then N” is also 
HE-prime over N U {a}, and pIN” I N. 
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Proposition 4.4. Let (M, N) be an NE-saturated model of F and let 36 E S*(N) be 
*minimal. Then *d(n) s d(nIL). 
Proof. By induction on (Y, we show that if *d(n) 2 a, then d(JclL) 2 a. Let 
J& =p; suppose that *d(x) 3 a + 1, then there is G realizing 36, (M’, N’) an 
X,-saturated model *dominated by a over N and y E S*(N’) such that y * I N 
and d*(y)z a. Then, by what we have shown earlier, ylL_L N and N’ is 
dominated by Z over N; by induction hypothesis, d(ylJ 2 a, therefore d(JcTdJL) >
a++. q 
Proposition 4.5. The depths of T and 5 are equal. 
Proof. It remains to show that *d(3) 2 d(T); this follows from: 
(1) For all M, model of T, and for all p E S(M), there is a model (M’, N’) of 9 
and a type JC of S*(N’), n t “0 E Al”, such that d(;n(,) = d(p). 
(2) If (M, N) is &-saturated, if Ed E S*(N), n t “G E A”, then *d(n) > d(nIJ. 
(1) is obvious: take (M’, N’) sufficiently saturated for M’ to contain a copy of 
M, let p’ =p(M’), then d(p) = d(p’); now in a model of 5 IM’I+-saturated, 
(M”, N”), there is a realization of p’ in M”. 
We show (2) by induction: suppose d(nl,) 3 (Y + 1, let G be a realization of n; 
t(a/N) does not fork over M, so t(a/M) also has depth a’(~ + 1. Let (M’, N’) be 
*X,-prime over N U ii, then there is q E S(M’), such that q -L M and d(q) z= a. 
Realize q in 6 in some extension of (M’, N’), with “6 E JU”; then t(b/N’) does 
not fork over M’, hence d(t(blN’)) * a and t(b/N’) IN by Corollary 4.1. 
Now, by induction hypothesis, the depth of t*(d/N’) 3 a and therefore 
d*(n)au,+l. 0 
We finish this section with a remark on depth 0 types which shows that they can 
be extended as types of the small model, in only one way in the language L*: 
Proposition 4.6. Let (M,, N,,) < (M, N) be two models of 3, let ~$6 E M be such 
that t(a/M”) = t(b/M,) and d(t(ti/M,,)) = 0. Then t*(alN,,) = t*(blN,,). 
Proof. This proof is a somewhat simpler version of the proof of Proposition 3.1. 
Without any loss of generality, we can assume that all models are ‘&-saturated 
and that ti and 6 are independent over MU. 
The fact that t(a/M,) has depth 0 means that if M’ is any model dominated by 
5 over MO, then M’ is X,-prime and miminal over MO U ii. Let MI be X,-prime 
over MoU5, M, < M and let M2 be X,-prime over M,U 6, M2< M; let P, 
MO < P < M, be maximal independent from a”6 over MO. Then by NDOP, M is 
HE-prime over MI U M2 U P and by the uniqueness of the prime model, there is g, 
an automorphism of M, which exchanges M, and M2 and leaves P pointwise 
invariant. Let P’, P U N,, G P’ < N, be maximal independent from M, U n/r, over 
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A&. Then once more, N is X,-prime and minimal over MI U AI2 U P’, and 
therefore also X,-prime over MI U M2 U A4 U P’. Now extend g to g’ which leaves 
P’ pointwise invariant, then g’ is an elementary M,-isomorphism, because P’ and 
M are independent over MO. So g’ can be extended to an automorphism of N, as 
g’ leaves M globally invariant, g’ is a *automorphism and it follows that G and 6 
have the same *type over N,,. 0 
5. Remarks 
We have used very strongly the assumption that the theory T is superstable, 
first of all (in Sections 1 and 3) in order to work with a good definition of DOP 
given by the existence of regular types, but also somewhat more surprisingly in 
Section 2 (Proposition 2.1), in order to find a condition ensuring that two tuples 
in a pair have the same *type. 
Since these results were first proved, examples have been found of stable 
(non-superstable) theories with DOP such that all their theories of pairs are 
stable: 
- Separably closed fields: F. Delon had shown that, given a complete theory of 
separably closed fields, the theory of pairs is complete and stable. She then 
proved that separably closed fields have DOP; both results appear in [5]. The fact 
that separably closed fields have DOP was also proved independently in [4]. 
-More recently, it has just been shown in [2] that the theory of a pairing 
function with no cycles has the same properties. 
Concerning other classes of examples of stable non-superstable theories, it is 
easy to see that pairs of modules are stable. In fact this is true more generally for 
the class of stable non-multidimensional theories, this can be seen by counting the 
number of non isomorphic pairs. 
Now, concerning Proposition 2.1, we do not know if it remains true for all 
stable non-superstable theories. The following result is not really of the same type 
as Proposition 2.1, and concerns only very particular cases of pairs: 
Proposition 5.1. Let T be a stable theory, let (M, N) and (M’, N’) be two pairs of 
models of T, such that: 
-M, N, M’, N’ are ITI+-saturated. 
- There are A c N and B G N’, of cardinality s ITI, such that t(A/M) and 
t(B/M’) are equivalent in the fundamental order of T, A dominates N over M and 
B dominates N’ over M’. 
Then the two pairs (M, N) and (M’, N’) are elementarily equivalent and 
t*(AIO) = t*(BIO). 
Proof. We are going to show that for all a EN and for all 6 EN’ such that 
t(A”a/M) = t(B”b/M’) (where = denotes the equivalence in the fundamental 
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order of T), and for all 15 E N, we can find d E N’ such that 
t(A”a^c/M) = t(B%^d/M’). 
By infinite back and forth, this will give the elementary equivalence. Note first 
that, in order to simplify notations, one can assume that G = 6 = 0. As the two 
models M and M’ are ITI+-saturated, and A and B are equivalent for the 
fundamental order, there are A, c M, lAoI c ITI, and BOG M’, lB,,l s ITI, such 
that t(A/M) is definable over AO, t(B/M)’ is definable over BO and 
t(A U A,,) = t(B U B,). 
Now let A, G M, IAll S ITI, be such that t(A”E/M) is definable over AO U AI; by 
saturation of M’, there is B, GM’ such that t(AO UA,) = t(BO U B,), and by 
saturation of N’, there is d E N’ such that 
t(AUAOUAIUC)=t(BUB,&JB,Ud). 
Now A dominates A”c over AO U Ar, hence B dominates B”d over BO U B1 and 
by independence, t(B^d/M’) = t(A^E/M). •i 
The following corollary is immediate: 
Corollary 5.1. Let T be a stable theory, (M, N) a pair of models of T such that M 
and N are I TI+-saturated and there is A E N, IAl c I T 1, A dominates N over M. Let 
M’ be a ITI+-saturated model of T such that M’ and N are independent over M. 
Then, if N’ is ITI+-prime over M’ U N, (M, N) < (M’, N’). 
We will finish with a remark concerning o-stable theories: we have seen that in 
the case of a superstable NDOP theory, the superstability is preserved by passage 
to the language L*. In the case of w-stable theories the w-stability is not in 
general preserved. 
Proposition 5.2. If T is o-stable non-multidimensional (i.e. NDOP, shallow of 
depth l), then all theories of pairs of Tare w-stable. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.3, we just need to show that the types of the small model 
are ranked by the Morley Rank. All types of T are of depth 0. Let F be any 
theory of pairs of T. By Proposition 4.6, if (M, N) is a countable model of 3, 
there are only countably many *types in “ti E JU” over N,. 0 
But there is a very simple example of an o-stable theory of depth 2 where it is 
not true anymore: 
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Let L = {R, U,,; n < o}, where R is a binary relation and the U,,‘s are unary 
predicates. Let T be the following theory in L: 
-R is an equivalence relation with infinitely many classes. 
- All the U,,‘s are disjoint. 
- For each class C of R, for all n < cc), U,, fl C is infinite. 
The theory T is w-stable NDOP, of depth 2. 
Let MO be a model of T with 2’O non-R-equivalent elements {a,; p < 2’0}, let 
(X,) be an enumeration of the subsets of w. Let No be an elementary extension of 
MO such that for p < 2’0, in No - &, there is x E Ui, x R a, if and only if j E X,. 
The theory of (M,, N,) in the language L* has 2Ko types over 0. 
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